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ABSTRACT

Model Predictive Control of crystallization processes

by Marco Dek

Chair Person of Supervisory Committee Prof. dr. ir. A.C.P.M. Backx

Department of Control systems

Crystallization processes are difficult to control because of their complexity, high non
linearity's and slow dynamics.

The operation procedures of crystallization processes are until now often based on the
experience of process operators and process engineers. The profits of crystall ization
processes can be improved using advanced control methods like Model Predictive
Control (MPC).

The MPC must deal with a multi variable system and change the process inputs to obtain
the desired results. INCA software of IPCOS technology will be used to implement the
Model Predictive Controller.

In this project the crystallization phenomena are investigated. The software environment
is configured for application ofthe model predictive controller. The application of the
model predictive controller to a batch crystallizer process and to a draft tube crystallizer
process is investigated. The problems and limitations of getting a linear model are
explored. Finally, the model predictive controller is tuned and the performance is tested.
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1 Introduction

Model Predictive Control of
crystallization processes

1.1 Background
Crystallization is one of the most widely used separation processes in the process
industry. Compared to the common separation processes such as distillation,
crystallization consumes relatively low energy and obtains high purity of the product.
Crystallization involves several phenomena that are from modeling point of view still
poorly understood. This, together with the high non-linearity and many different
phenomena acting in the crystallizer, makes the crystallization process difficult to control
with a model predictive controller.

To improve the performance of crystallization processes by application of model
predictive control, several companies cooperate in the SINC-PRO (Self-learning model
for Intelligent predictive control systems for Crystallization Processes) project.
The companies involved in the SINC-PRO project are:

• DSM Research (NL)
• IPCOS Technology (NL)
• Intelligent System Modeling and Control NY (B)
• Process System Enterprise Ltd (UK)
• PURAC Biochem B.Y. (NL)
• Kemira Oy (FIN)
• Danisco Sugar OY.(FIN)
• Toquette Italia S.p.A. (I)
• Technical University Delft (NL)
• University of Rome (I)
• Labor (I)
• Innova S.p.A. (I)

This report is about research the controllability of crystallization processes, the linear
models and the application of a Model Predictive Controller to a crystallization process.
This graduation project is part of the research for the SINC-PRO project. The companies
involved in my graduation project are:

• PURAC Biochem B.Y. (NL)
• Process System Enterprise Ltd (UK)
• Technical University Delft (NL)
• IPCOS Technology (NL)

For my graduation project I used two cases. First case is a batch crystallization process at
PURAC Biochem. The second case is a 22-liter draft tube crystal1ization process at the
University of Delft. At the start of my graduation project gProms models of both cases
were available. gProms is simulation software for processes and a product of Process
System Enterprise Ltd. IPCOS Technology supplied the model predictive control1er
software and the supervision of my graduation project.
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1.2 Project objectives
For application of a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) on a crystallization process, it is
very important to have insight in the functioning of the crystallization process, the
possibilities to extract a linear model directly from the non-linear gProms model and the
quality of the linear model for use in the MPC.

The first case is a batch crystallization process of Purac Biochem. An important product
of this process is Lactitol Monohydrate. A problem of this process is the relatively large
variations of the product crystal size at the end of different batches. For an important part
this is caused by the fact that the operation of this process is based on the experience of
the process engineers and the process operators.

The operation mode of the PURAC crystallization process is fed-batch. This means that
the process is a batch process with an inflow during the batch. At a specific moment
during the batch, seeds (dispersed in alcohol) are added to the crystallizer content with a
certain Crystal Size Distribution (CSD).

The most important control objective for the MPC is to get the mean value of the CSD as
close as possible to the desired value at the end of the batch. Besides that, it is important
to keep the CSD as small as possible at the end of the batch. This means that all the
crystals at the end of the batch are as close as possible to the mean crystal size. A second
control objective for the case of the PURAC process is to minimize the energy
consumption of the crystallizer.

The second case is a 22-liter draft tube continues crystallization process that was located
at the University of Delft. Nowadays a 75-liter crystallizer replaces the 22-liter
crystallizer. Except for the dimensions the 22-liter and 75-liter crystallizers are identical.

Control objective for this crystallizer is to see whether it is possible to control the mean
crystal size and to determine the process inputs (MY's) that have significant influence on
the CSD.

1.3 Approach
The project has been divided into 4 main phases. These are:

Phase 1: Obtain insight in the process
To control a process, insight in the process behavior and in the phenomena acting in the
process are very important. Therefore, the first phase of this project is to obtain insight in
the crystallization process. To get this insight, the following articles and books have been
studied: A design procedure and predictive models for solution crystallization processes,
Bermingham, S.K., 2003; Handbook of industrial crystallization, Myerson, A.S., 2002;
Crystallization technology handbook, Mershmann, A.,200 I.

The specific processes applied in the two cases were studied, the plants were visited and
the people who know these processes very well have been interviewed.
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Phase 2: Set up the software environment
In preparation of developing and applying the MPC, first the software environment was
set up. This software environment enables easy transfer of data between various software
applications. The most used applications in this software environment are applications of
the INCA suite. These applications are products of IPCOS technology. Besides the INCA
product suite software tools of Mathworks (MATLAB) and Process System Enterprise
(gPROMS product suite) have been applied.

Phase 3: Make a linear model of the process
The MPC uses a linear model to predict the future behavior of the process and to
optimize the process inputs with this knowledge. So the more accurate the linear model
is, the higher the performance of the MPC can be. The batch crystallizer of PURAC
shows highly non-linear system behavior. This requires the controller to use different
linearized models during execution of a batch. This makes it important to easily load new
linear models from the non-linear gProms model into the MPC. For the case of the draft
tube crystallizer, this might not be necessary because this crystallizer is operating around
a well defined operating point.

Phase 4: Tuning the MPC controller
Finally, after making the linear model, the controller can use this model. The MPC needs
to be tuned subsequently to optimize the performance of the control loop.

1.4 Overview of the report
This report describes the work done to apply a MPC to crystallization processes.
A crystallization process is a complex process with many different phenomena.
Therefore, first a description is given of the phenomena, which are present in the
crystallizer, and how these phenomena can be influenced. After an introduction to the
phenomena present in the crystallizer a description is given of the plants used in the
cases. The realizations of the plants, the presently applied in-and outputs and, specifically
for the batch process, the different phases of a batch are described. After discussing the
plants, the applied software environment and the various software applications are
discussed.
Next, a description of the linear models is given. The tuning and the performance of the
MPC are described. Finally, conclusions and recommendations of this project are given.
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2 Crystallization phenomena and CSD

2. 1 Introduction
The crystallization process is a complex process with many different phenomena. All
these phenomena contribute in a way to the final product. The complexity of all the
phenomena and the relations between them causes the products to not always satisfy the
desired product specifications. For control purpose, it is important to get insight in the
various phenomena in the crystallizer and how they can be manipulated.

2.2 Overview
This chapter briefly describes the most important phenomena of crystallization to get a
feeling for the most important process mechanisms that govern crystallization and to get
insight in the relations between them. Furtrhermore a brief description is given of the
different influences of the process inputs on the crystallization phenomena and of the way
these phenomena influence the product of the crystallization process.

2.3 Supersaturation
The driving force behind crystallization is supersaturation, defined as the difference
between the actual concentration of the liquid and the saturation concentration. Because a
supersaturated solution is not at equilibrium, the solution crystallizes in order to relieve
the supersaturation and move towards equilibrium. Figure 2.1 shows the concentration as
function of the temperature.

c::::o
;
E-c::::
Q)
(,)
c::::o
o

Ur-----------_

Meta stable limi

Saturation limit

Temperature c::::::::>

Figure 2.1

Axis values of figure 2.1 are dependent on the solute-solvent system.
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The saturation limit gives the concentration at which saturation will appear. Above this
limit, the liquid is super saturated and most crystals will grow. Below this limit, the liquid
is under saturated and most crystals will dissolve. The supersaturation is defined as:

a = C -C.'iAT

CSAT

Here is
cr : Supersaturation
C : Actual concentration
CSAT : Liquid concentration at saturation limit for actual temperature

The higher the supersaturation, the faster the crystals grow. If the concentration and thus
supersaturation passes the meta stable limit in figure 2.1, primary nucleation occurs. This
is a spontaneous event. To control the Crystal Size Distribution (CSD), the saturation
should be kept between the saturation limit and the meta-stable limit.

Because the inflow in both cases is saturated and not supersaturated, the amount of
inflow into the crystallizer influences the supersaturation significantly. The temperature
of the liquid affects the concentration and thus the supersaturation level. Also the
supersaturation limit and meta stable limit are temperature dependent as shown in figure
2.1. The supersaturation can be changed by changing liquid temperature. Chapters 3 and
4 elaborate on the possibilities to change the temperature.

2.4 Nucleation
Nucleation is the formation of new solid particles in a liquid. There are various kinds of
nucleation as shown in figure 2.2.

Homogeneous

Primary

Heterogeneous

Nucleation

Attrition

Secondary

Initial breeding

Figure 2.2

Primary nucleation is the formation of new crystal nuclei in a liquid caused by other
crystal substrates (homogeneous nucleation) or by other microscopic particles such as
dust and dirt (heterogeneous nucleation). Primary nucleation is an effect of very high
supersaturation, above the meta-stable limit.
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Attrition is a type of secondary nucleation. This type of secondary nucleation is the
formation of new crystals caused by the crystal-crystal, crystal-pump or crystal-vessel
wall contact. Secondary nucleation can also appear by initial breeding. This is the case
when seeds (small crystal fragments) are added to the crystallizer. In the case of PURAC
the seeds are very small crystals that are prepared by grinding the end product of a batch.
In the case of Technical University of Delft at the start of the crystallization process,
heterogeneous nucleation takes place. When crystals are present in the crystallizer,
secondary nucleation is the dominant nucleation type. Secondary nucleation appears at a
lower level of supersaturation than primary nucleation. Because secondary nucleation is
not a spontaneous event and the Crystal Size Distribution is known, this is the dominant
type of nucleation mechanism applied in most crystallizer processes.

To be sure, that secondary nucleation is the dominant nucleation type; the supersaturation
should be set and kept at the right level. How the supersaturation can be influenced by the
process inputs is described in subchapter 2.3.

2.5 Crystal growth and dissolution
The growth of crystals is the addition of solute molecules to crystals from the
supersaturated liquid. The growth of Lactitol crystals is dependent of several
circumstances. Firstly, crystals grow following a certain growth function. Figure 2.4
gives an overview of how crystals grow and contribute to the final crystal size
distribution.

Crystals formed--.
by primary nucleation

growth function 1
•

growth function '!

--IIJII Final CSD

Figure 2.4

Crystals formed due to primary nucleation have another shape and stress then crystals
formed due to secondary nucleation (e.g. attrition). Therefore, crystals formed due to
primary nucleation have another growth behavior than crystals formed due to secondary
nucleation.

Secondly, crystal growth is size dependent. For LactitoJ the large crystals grow faster
than small ones. Newly born crystals are assumed to survive when they have reached a
certain critical crystal size. This is shown in figure 2.5. In this figure is the new crystal
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function shown. The blue line is the growth function at a certain operation point. For
crystals smaller than the critical crystal size, the growth is negative. These crystals will
dissolve. For crystals bigger than the critical crystal size, the growth is positive, these
crystals will grow.

When the supersaturation increases, the crystal growth function moves to the left. As
result the critical crystal size decreases and thus more crystals will survive. An other
effect of increasing the super saturation is an increase of the new born crystals.

Growth function

o

Critical crystal higher supers saturation

Critical crystal size operation point

New crystal function

Growth function operation point

G;:;;~ functio.!! higher s~rs~turati9n1

o Crystal size~

- new crystal function - supersaturation operation point - higher supersaturation

Figure 2.5

Just as crystals grow, if the liquid is supersaturated, crystals dissolve as the liquid is
under saturated (supersaturation is lower than I). Crystal dissolution is not exactly the
opposite of crystal growth. The dissolution has a first order dependency on the
supersaturation. The supersaturation is thus the driving force of crystal dissolution. Small
crystals dissolve faster then larger crystals. The dissolution of crystals is mostly
controlled by the heat input of the crystallizer. Increasing the heat input decreases the
supersaturation and thus increases the dissolution of crystals in the fines removal loop.
See also figure 2.1.

2.6 Agglomeration
An agglomerate is defined as the mass formed by the cementation of individual particles,
probably by chemical forces. A crystal formed by a group of particles held together by
only interparticle forces is called an aggregate.
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Agglomeration is highly dependent on the level of supersaturation and the mechanical
and fluid dynamic processes in the crystallizer. Agglomeration first of all requires the
collision of two or more crystals. These crystals must form an aggregate as a result of the
inter particle forces. As a result of the growth, cementation of these crystals must take
place before the aggregate is disrupted. Then an agglomerate is created.

Agglomerates are usually undesired because they can obtain liquid between the
individual particles that form the agglomerate. This mother liquid is very hard to remove
during the drying phase and promotes caking during storage of the product.

2.7 Breakage
Similar to attrition, breakage can occur as a result of crystal-pump, crystal-vessel wall
and crystal-crystal collisions. The difference between breakage and attrition is not very
big. Attrition is the fracture of a particle into a slightly smaller particle and many much
smaller fragments. These small fragments mostly dissolve. Breakage involves the fracture
of a particle into two or more pieces. These pieces have a chance to live, if the size of
these particles is larger than the critical crystal size as shown in figure 2.5 and thus are
dependent on the supersaturation. The collision energy needed for breakage is more than
for attrition. If the impact of one collision is not enough for breakage, repeated collisions,
which result in accumulation of the crystal stress, are required for breakage.

The propeller frequency determines the fluid rate and thus the number of crystal-crystal,
crystal-propeller and crystal-vessel collisions. Also the collision energy is dependent on
the fluid rate and thus the propeller speed. The propeller can only be changed between
certain constrains, because the liquid in the crystallizer needs to be well mixed and
sedimentation needs to be avoided. This sets a lower limit of the propeller speed. On the
other hand, the maximum speed of the propeller is limited.

Besides the propeller, also the heat input has influence on the breakage and attrition.
Increasing the heat input will increase the amount of water removed from the liquid. This
results in an increase of the crystal fraction. A higher crystal fraction results in a bigger
chance for crystals to have collisions and thus an increase of attrition and breakage.

2.8 Crystal Size Distribution
The Crystal Size Distribution (CSD) is used in the models of the crystallization processes
to represent the amount of crystals present as well as the size distribution of these
crystals.
Table 2.1 gives an overview of the representations of the CSD used in both cases.

Description Mathematical Description
Cumulative number density distribution N(L) = fo

L
n(L) dL

Volume density distribution v(L) = n(L)k,.(L)L3
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V(L) = J:' v(L)dL

V(L) = V(L)
V(L =00)

M, =rn(L)L' dL ,i =0,1,2,3

q ()
- V(X )

100 - q

In practice, in case of PURAC it is possible to measure the CSD from half the cooling
phase. The measured variables are the quantiles of the distribution, XIO, X50 and X90. In
the models the moments of distribution are also modeled. Changing the factor L' in the
formula for the Moments of distribution, changes the information you calculate. i=O gives
the number of crystals, i=l gives the length of all crystals, i=2 gives the surface of all
crystals together and i=3 gives the total volume of all crystals.

In practice, in the case of the PURAC crystallizer it is possible to measure the quantiles
of the CSD from half the cooling phase. The MPC uses the values of the quantile
measurements as controlled variables.

In case of the draft tube crystallizer of the University of Delft, the CSD measurements are
available when the crystallizer is running at the operating point conditions. Only at the
start up of this crystallizer, the CSD measurements are not present.
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3 The batch crystallizer

3.1 Introduction
Lactitol Monohydrate is an important sugar alcohol produced by PURAC Biochem. A
large amount of information is known about crystallization of Lactitol, but yet not all the
information is used in practice. The lack of information used in practice causes an
undesired amount of crystals being produced off-specifications. For control purpose, it is
important to know how the real plant and the model are build up. With this knowledge, it
is possible to understand the process behavior and the measured data trends.

3.2 Overview
This chapter first describes the plant of the crystallization process and the relevant parts.
Secondly all the different phases of a complete batch are described. Then the process in
and outputs and their relevance for the Model Predictive Controller (MPC) are briefly
described. Finally a description is given of the gProms model of this plant and its
implementation in gProms.

3.3 Batch crystallizer plant
Figure 3.] gives a global overview of the crystallization process at the plant of Purac
Biochem, the Netherlands.

CONDENSOR

VACUUM
PUMP

cr P

L MCB T

C

c ~ >

HE2HE 1

---- CONDENSOR

STEAM

FEED

Figure 3.1
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The most important parts shown in figure 3.1 are:
MCB Main crystallizer body
HE Heat Exchanger
PAIR Valve to regulate the pressure of the vapor
cr Supersaturation in the MCB
L Level in the MCB
P Pressure in the MCB
T Temperature in the MCB
C Crystal concentration in the MCB
FFEED Feed tlow into the crystallizer main body
FFRL Flow in the Fines Removal Loop
CSD Measurement of the crystal size distribution

Model Predictive Control of
crystallization processes

Figure 3.1 shows the feedtlow to the MCB. Also the fines removal loop is connected to
the MCB. In this loop, the Crystal Size Distribution (CSD) measurement takes place; a
pump and heat exchanger are present in the fines removal loop. Together they provide the
addition of heat to the process. They control the dissolution of small crystals.
At the top of the MCB, the vacuum pump removes the vapor. The valve Pair regulates the
boiling point of the liquid and thus the amount of water removed from the liquid.

3.4 Description of a batch
The operating procedure of a complete batch contains six phases. A complete batch can
brietly be described as:

Phase 1: Filling
A batch starts with filling the crystallizer with a solution that contains lactitol and
impurities. The crystallizer is filled to a pre-defined volume.

Phase 2: Concentration
The solution is concentrated to reach supersaturation. To reach this, heat exchanger 2
supplies heat to the system. A propeller ensures stirring of the solution in the MCB.

Phase 3: Seeding
Seeds with a median crystal of several micrometers and dispersed in ethanol are added to
the MCB. The seeds are prepared by grinding the product of a previous batch and act as
controllable starting condition for secondary nucleation.

Phase 4: Cooling
To avoid dissolution of seeds, the heat input is turned off and the liquid is cooled to a
predefined temperature. Duration of the cooling phase is about 1 hour.

Phase 5: Evaporation
The evaporation process starts by turning on the heat input. Due to the limited size of the
crystallizer body water is added instead of Lactitol Solution when the level reached the
maximum allowed level in the crystallizer.
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Phase 6: Withdrawal
After the evaporation phase is completed, the product must be removed from the
crystallizer. After the product is removed from the crystallizer, it is ready for further
processing.

3.5 Manipulated variables
The manipulated variables are the input variables of the process. The MPC can adjust
these process inputs. Below is a short description of the manipulated variables present in
the crystallization process of PURAC.

I. Feed inlet valve position
As currently changes in the feed flow carry out the control of supersaturation, the
setpoint of supersaturation is until now used as the only manipulated variable in the
plant. This is the most important manipulated variable, because the feed is
undersaturated, while the slurry in the crystallizer is supersaturated. So addition of
feed significantly changes the level of supersaturation in the crystallizer.

II. Air valve position
The position of this valve controls the pressure of the vapor leaving the crystallizer
and thus the boiling point of the liquid. Along with the heat input it determines the
amount of water removed from the liquid.

III. Steam inlet valve
With manipulation of the steam inlet valve, adjustment of the heat input is realized.
This input variable has its main effect in the fines removal loop. Increasing the heat
input and keeping the fines flow rate constant leads to dissolution of bigger crystals
then before. Result is that a larger amount of small crystals dissolves and the crystal
size distribution changes.

IV. Fines removal loop frequency
This input variable has an opposite effect compared to the heat input. This input
variable controls the residence time of crystals in the heat exchanger. A proper
control of both the flow in the fines removal loop and the heat input can lead to a
controlled dissolution of the crystals until a certain crystal size. For good mixing of
the system a minimum flow in the fines removal loop is required.

3.6 Controlled variables
The controlled variables are the output variables of the crystallization process. The MPC
uses these variables to calculate the optimal process inputs to reach the control objectives.
The applied sample time is sixty seconds. This sample time is chosen because it is
currently used in the plant at PURAC.
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I. XIO
This variable indicates the size that represents ten percent of the crystals. For a
small CSD this value must be as close as possible to the value ofX50.

II. X50
This variable represents the average crystal size in which the product size is general
expressed. Control objective is to get the X50 at the end of a batch as close as
possible to the desired value.

III. X90
This variable indicates the crystal size that represents ninety percent of the crystals
in the crystallizer. To keep the CSD as small as possible, the value of this variable
must be as close as possible to the value ofX50.

IV. Crystal Concentration
This variable determines together with the volume the crystal mass present in the
crystallizer. At the end of a batch, the variable must have a predefined value.

V. Supersaturation
The value of this variable determines the driving force for crystallization. The
supersaturation should follow a certain trend provided by PURAC. The level of
supersaturation is important to maintain a certain growth rate in the crystallizer and
to be sure of the right dominant nucleation type.

VI. Temperature MCB
This temperature determines the operating range of the supersaturation in the
crystallizer and the amount of vapor removed from the liquid. The air pressure
valve can change the temperature in the MCB.

VII. Temperature Heat exchanger
This is the temperature in the heat exchanger. It is a direct function of the heat input
and the fines flow rate. The temperature in the heat exchanger determines the local
supersaturation setpoint. This setpoint determines the size of the crystals in the fines
removal loop to dissolve.

VIII. Level in crystallizer
This variable represents the total volume of liquid and crystals present in the
crystallizer. It increases because of the crystal growth and the feed added to the
MCB.

3.7 The gProms model
The companies Purac Biochem, Technical University Delft and Process System
Enterprise cooperated to implement the batch crystallization process in gProms. In the
model only phase four until six are implemented. These phases are described in chapter
3.4. Phases four until six are most relevant for the quality of the product at the end of a
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batch. As initial conditions for the inputs of this model are the values of the inputs at the
end of phase three as known from the real process.

In this model the MCB and heat exchanger are divided in multiple compartments. This
results in more accurate modeling of the process, but also implies an increase of the
complexity of the model and the number of states of the model.

[n the gProms model all the inputs and their trajectories were defined. To apply MPC to
this model, the in- and outputs must be connected to a data server. A gProms task and
appropriate extensions to the gProms model make it possible to connect the in- and
outputs of the model to the data server. Chapter 5.5 describes the used gProms task and
the changes made to the model.

At the same time IPcas applied the MPC to the model. The companies that implement
the process into gProms optimized the model. When a new model becomes available,
[Pcas implements this new model directly into the software environment.
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4 The draft tube crystallizer

4. 1 Introduction
The 22 liter is an evaporator draft tube crystallizer that can be operated in continuous
mode. This crystallizer was located at the University of Delft. Nowadays a 75-liter
crystallizer replaces the 22-liter crystallizer. Except for the dimensions the 22-liter and
75-liter crystallizers both are identical. Therefore, we first use the 22-liter model and later
when applying the Model Predictive Controller (MPC) to the crystallization plant, the75
liter crystallizer model will be used. The 22-liter crystallizer was a pilot plant at the
University of Delft.

4.2 Overview
This chapter first describes the pilot plant of the continuous crystallization process and all
its relevant parts. After this the process inputs and outputs and their relevance for the
Model Predictive Controller (MPC) are briefly described. Finally the gProms model of
this plant is described.

4.3 22-liter draft tube crystallizer plant
The 22-liter draft tube crystallizer was a pilot plant at the University of Delft.
Figure 4.1 gives a global overview of this crystallizer. This pilot plant is mainly used for
research purposes.

Feedflow

Vacuum pump

Propellor
frequency

Heatinput

Outflow

Figure 4.1 22 liter draft tube crystallizer
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Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the 22-liter draft tube crystallizer. The 22-liter draft tube
crystallizer exists of a tube with another smaller tube inside it. In the inner tube a
propeller is placed that ensures the flow of the liquid in the crystallizer. The heat input is
added in the wall of the inner tube. This ensures a good heat transfer to the liquid in the
crystallizer. The liquid boils and the vapor is removed at the top of the crystallizer. This
is done in the same way as in the batch crystallizer discussed in the previous chapter.
Control of the pressure of the vapor makes it possible to change the boiling point of the
liquid in the crystallizer. The feedflow and outflow are added to the MCB. The CSD
measurements take place in the outflow.

4.4 Manipulated variables
The manipulated variables are the input variables of the system, which can be adjusted by
the controller. Below a short description is given of the manipulated variables present in
the continuous crystallizer.

I. Propeller frequency
Changing the propeller frequency will change the number of collisions of crystals
with the propeller. To keep the slurry well mixed, the propeller frequency can only
be changed in a limited range. The propeller frequency does not change the
supersaturation or level in the crystallizer, so the growth rate will remain the same.
The amount of crystals leaving the crystallizer will also be the same; only the size is
different for different propeller frequencies.

II. Pressure valve position
The position of this valve controls the pressure of the vapor leaving the crystallizer
and thus the boiling point of the liquid. The amount of water removed from the
liquid is determined by this variable and the heat input.

III. Feedflow valve position
In this crystallizer the valve position of the feedflow is the actuator of a P-controller
that controls the level. The feedflow is undersaturated so changing the feedflow
valve position has significant effect on the supersaturation in the crystallizer. At this
moment, the MPC does not use the feedflow valve position directly to reach the
control objective. Because the level is controlled, changing the outflow causes the
P-controller to change the inflow. This will cause a change in the supersaturation.

IV. Volume outflow valve position
Changing the volume outflow, will change the residence time of the crystals in the
crystallizer. It also changes the inflow, because the P-controller on the level in the
crystallizer changes it. So the supersaturation will change. But not only the
supersaturation will change, also the mass transfer from the supersaturated liquid to
the crystals will change. Simulations show that the change of more mass transfer is
the dominant phenomenon here. The change or mass transfer is caused by the
change in supersaturation
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A decrease in the outflow will:
• increase the residence time of the crystals,
• decrease the supersaturation
• increase the change of collisions between crystals and the propeller
• thus decrease the L IO,LSO and L90 of the CSD

V. Heat input
This variable determines together with the input pressure valve position the amount
of water removed from the liquid. This causes the P-controller to change the
feedflow. A change in heat input causes a change in the crystal fraction in the liquid
and results in a change of the attrition as described in chapter 2. Most of the
fragments caused by the attrition dissolve. This compensates the effect of the
change in the feedflow by the P-controller. So changing the heat input does not
change the level of supersaturation significantly. It does change the liquid fraction
of the product leaving the crystallizer. At this moment this input is not used for
control purpose.

4.5 Controlled variables
The controlled variables are the output variables of the crystallization process. The MPC
uses these variables to calculate the optimal process inputs to reach the control objectives.

I. XIO
This controlled variable indicates the size that represents ten percent of the crystals.
For a small CSD this value must be as close as possible to the value of X50.

II. X50
This variable represents the average crystal size in which the product size is general
expressed. This is the most important variable for control purpose. Objective is to
get this variable as close as possible to the desired value.

III. X90
This variable indicates the crystal size that represents ninety percent of crystals in
the crystallizer. To keep the CSD as small as possible, the value of this variable
must be as close as possible to the value of X50.

IV. Supersaturation
The value of this controlled variable determines the driving force for the
crystallization process. The MPC is free to change it between limits to ensure the
dominant nucleation type is secondary nucleation. Now this measurement is only
used during start up.

V. Vapor temperature MCB
This temperature determines the operating range of the supersaturation in the
crystallizer and the amount of vapor removed from the liquid. The air pressure
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valve can change the temperature in the MCB. At the moment this process output is
not used for control purpose.

VI. Level in crystallizer
The level is controlled by a low level P-controller. The MPC does not direct control
this variable. The level is determined by measurement of the pressure at a defined
height of the liquid in the crystallizer. The pressure is an indicator for the level.

4.6 The gProms model
Technical University of Delft staff implemented the model of the 22-liter draft tube
crystallizer in gProms. The whole process is modeled. From start up to steady state.

In this model the MCB is divided in multiple compartments. This results in more accurate
modeling of the process, but the complexity of the model and the number of states
increase.

In the gProms model all the inputs and their trajectories were defined. To apply a MPC to
this model, the in- and outputs must be connected to a data server (OS). A gProms task
and changes to the gProms model make it possible to connect the in- and outputs of the
model to the data server. Chapter 5.5 describes the used gProms task and the changes
made to the model.
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5 The software architecture

5. 1 Introduction
For implementation of the crystallization models and later the crystallization plant in a
software environment with the Model Predictive Controller (MPC), a software
environment with a number of different software applications must be build. This
software environment enables easy transfer of data between the software applications.

5.2 Overview
This chapter first describes the application structure and software applications used in the
environment. After this the configuration files for the software environment are
described. Finally the changes are described that have been made to the gProms models
to make communication with the data server possible.

5.3 Application structure
Figure 5.1 shows the application structure used to apply the MPC to the gProms models
of the crystallization processes. In this structure, the MPC uses only one process model.
First the gProms model is used as process and later the real process will replace it. It is
also an option to use an observer to keep the gProms model in line with the real process
and use the updated gProms model to extract linear models for the MPC.

Scheduler

gProms

TNCAtest

Data server

Figure 5.1

TNCAengine

INCAview

The different elements in figure 5.1 are:

Data server
The INCADataserver software from IPCOS Technology is a software tool that serves as a
gateway for process data. The dataserver connects the INCA modules to the gProms
model.

Scheduler
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The scheduler triggers the different applications to become active in a defined sequence.
Figure 5.2 shows the used sequence defined in the scheduler.

Figure 5.2

gProms
gProms is process simulation software of Process System Enterprise (PSE). This software
is used to implement and simulate the crystallization processes. The gProms model
makes it possible to apply and tune a MPC without using the real plant.

INCAengine
INCAengine of Ipcos Technology is the software implementation of the MPC. This
application contains all the optimization algorithms and calculates the control signals.
INCAEngine can implement advanced control systems based on prioritized and least
squares control. The algorithm uses in this case a state space model of the process to
predict the future moves of the outputs and to solve the optimization problem.

INCAview
INCAview of lpcos Technology is an application to visualize the variables present in
INCAengine. The control engineer can use this tool for maintenance ofthe system: check
the performance of the controller, and change the tuning parameters if the control
objective is changed.

INCAtest
INCAtest is a software application of the Ipcos Technology used for testing and data
logging. With this application, you can visualize all signals present in the data server and
log them. The logged data can be saved in ISCII format files to easily use this data in
other software applications for analyses and modeling.

5.4 Configuration files
To set the INCA applications to our specific problem, there are several configuration
files. These are comma separated files (* .csv) which can be edited by Excel or any text
editor. In the software architecture used in this project, some INCA applications use the
same configuration files. For example: INCAtest and the data server both use the
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configuration file PlantSignaldefinition.csv. INCAengine and INCAview both use the
configuration file ControllerDefinition.csv.

The contents of the used configuration files are described in appendix r.

5.4.1 PlantSignalDefinition.csv
This is the configuration file for the data server and INCAtest. In this file all the tags are
defined that are used in the applications. There are different types of signals.

In the section 'Data signals' tags are defined for the controlled variables, manipulated
variables and disturbance variables and the properties. In the 'Inca Signals' section are all
the tags defined to configure, start and stop the different applications connected to the
data server. In the section 'Simulator control signals' tags are defined to control gProms.
The defined tags make it possible to start the process simulator and set the actions that
gProms must perform, such as simulate, linearize, save states etc.

5.4.2 Scheduler.csv
In this file the sequence is defined for the applications to become active. This is done by
defining for each application the PrestartID's and AfterEndID's. Besides this, also
PreStartDelays and AfterEndDelays can be specified for each application. The sequence
ofthe scheduler used in this MPC application is shown in figure 5.2.

5.4.3 Controller.csv
To configure the controller, tags are defined in different sections ofthis file.

In the 'Signal definition' section all in- and ouputs are defined as well as the connections
between the variables in the MPC and the data server. In the 'Controller' Section the
settings for the controller are defined and in the 'Tuning' section all the tuning
parameters for the variables in the MPC are defined.

5.5 Connect gProms to the data server
To make it possible to use gProms in combination with the data server, several changes
must be made to the gProms model.

First a gProms task OPCCOM was added to the models. In this task different actions are
defined that can be performed by gProms. Also all the in- and outputs of the model and
the connections between the variables in gProms and the data server are defined in this
task. The applied OPCCOM tasks for both cases are given in appendix II.

Secondly, the schedule in the process ofthe gProms model is changed. The schedule first
initializes the gProms model and after that, it performs the OPCCOM task time after
time.
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6.1 Introduction
The Model Predictive Controller (MPC) uses a linear model of the process to predict the
future output behavior of the process. The controller uses this prediction to calculate the
new process inputs using the optimization algorithms. For this reason, the quality of the
linear model determines the performance of the controller. It is the intension to extract
the linear model directly from the non-linear gProms model.

6.2 Overview
This chapter describes the linear models used in the Model Predictive Controler (MPC).
A description is given how a linear model can be extracted from the non-linear gProms
model. The advantages of making a model with system identification techniques are
discussed. After that, the linear models of the draft tube crystallizer are compared with
the non-linear gProms model of this plant.

6.3 Stability of linear models
The MPC uses the linear models to predict the future behavior of the process. When the
prediction of the behavior is present, the MPC will first optimize the steady state and
after that the dynamic behavior. When the model is unstable, the prediction of the outputs
can go to infinity. This causes problems for the optimization algorithms of the MPC.
Therefore, the MPC can only use stable linear models.

In the first non-linear gProms models of the Purac crystallizer, the variables covered a
wide numerical range. This caused numerical problems and made the linear models
unstable. To solve this problem, Process System Enterprise and the Technical University
of Delft staff scaled the model to reduce the numerical range. Unfortunately, the scaling
of the model was present at the end of my graduation project. Directly extracted linear
models from gProms could therefore not be used in the MPC for the PURAC case until
now.

During the model revisions by Process System Enterprise and Technical University of
Delft staff, a draft tube crystallizer model that was already scaled was used to see if other
problems could be expected by getting a good linear model.

6.4 The Linearize function of gProms
The first step to get a linear model was for both the Purac case and the draft tube
crystallizer case, to extract a linear model with the gProms function Linearize. In this sub
chapter a brief description is given how this function works.
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The (non linear) gProms models are a mix of non-linear differential and algebraic
equations. The gProms model can be written in the form:

j(x,x,u,y) = 0

g(x,u,y) = 0
[6.4.1]

The variables x(t) and y(t) are both unknown and will be determined by the gProms
simulation. At any time t during the simulation, gProms can extract a linear model with
the function Linearize. The linear model is a state space model of the form:

X=AX+BU

Y=CX+DU
[6.4.2]

In this linear model:
U is the input vector of the linear model and a subset ofx,y,u.
Y is the output vector of the linear model and a subset ofx,y,u.
X is the state vector automatically generated by gProms. X are the minimal states needed
to represent the effects of the inputs U on the outputs Y via the relation as mentioned in
[6.4.2].

The task OPCCOM as described in chapter 5.5 makes it possible to execute the Linearize
function from the data server. In the OPCCOM task the in- and outputs of the linear
model are defined. After execution of the Linearize function with the OPCCOM task,
gProms sends the A,B,C,D matrices to the dataserver as well as the names of the in- and
outputs, the number of inputs, outputs and states.

As mentioned before, in the case of Purac, the extracted linear model was unstable. The
companies involved in the implementation of the gProms model, applied scaling to this
model. The scaled model became available at the end of the graduation project so no time
was left to apply a MPC to the scaled model.

In case of the draft tube crystallizer the extracted linear model of this scaled gProms
model is stable. Although the linear model is stable; the predictions are bad. To
investigate the cause of the problems the Jacobian of the gProms model is extracted and a
state space model is made of it. To transfer the Jacobian to a state space model, a number
of steps have to be done.

First order the Jacobian to the form:
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variable dx / dt yl y2 y3 xl x2 ul u2

XE dj/dx dj / dyl dj/dy2 dj /dy3 dj / dxl dj / dx2 dj / dul dj /du2
---- ---------------------------------------------------------------
AEI 0 dgl/ dyl dgl/ dy2 0 dgl/ dxl 0 dgl / dul dgl/du2

AE2 0 dg2/ dyl dg2/dy2 0 0 0 0 dg2/du2

AE3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Here is:
dx/dt: The derivative of the states variables
yl: The non-zero influence algebraic variables not being a system output
y2: The non-zero influence algebraic variables being a system output
y3: The zero influence algebraic equations
xl: State variables having a relation with the algebraic variables
x2: State variables having no relation with the algebraic variables
ul: Assigned variables being system inputs
u2: Assigned variables not being system inputs
XE: Differential equations

AEI: Algebraic equations having a relation with the inputs and outputs of the system
AE2: Algebraic equations having no relation with state variables and/or system inputs
AE3: The zero algebraic equations

The state space related sub matrices of the jacobian can be found after removing the
assigned variables not being an input. The Jacobian can then be ordered like:

x

J X4L

J AAL

u

In this form is:
h: Sub matrix with the derivative of the state variables
JXAL : Sub matrix with the algebraic variables of the differential equations
JAAL : Sub matrix with the algebraic variables of the algebraic equations
JA : Sub matrix with the state variables of the differential equations
JB : Sub matrix with the system input variables of the differential equations
Je: Sub matrix with the state variables of the algebraic equations
JD : Sub matrix with the system input variables of the algebraic equations

After ordering of the Jacobian in the form as shown above, the ABeD matrices can be
calculated with:
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]

-1 [J XAI, J A

J AA1. J C ~:][:]

The state space model obtained by the Jacobian is the same as the model obtained with
the function Linearize. This is tested by comparing the dc-gains of the models and by
comparing the impulse responses of the models.

We see that at this moment, the function Linearize of gProms is not able to make a better
model than the model build by transferring the jacobian. The problems with the model
obtained from the Jacobian might be caused by numerical faults by taking the inverse of
the JAAL matrix. If we look in this matrix, we see that it is bad conditioned. We reported
this problem to the relevant companies and they are trying to find a solution.

6.5 System identification
Another way to get a linear model of the non-linear gProms model is system
identification. For this, we need to generate data that represents the relations between the
process in- and outputs and use this data to make a model.

In the case of Purac, system identification is very difficult because of the high non-linear
behaviour observed during a batch. Therefore it is the intension to use the linearize
function of gProms. We will not perform system identification for this case.

In case of the draft tube crystallizer also non-linearities are involved, but they are not so
dominant. For this case, we simulated until steady state and put steps on the different
inputs. The inputs were changed between their operational limits. Both the in- and
outputs were logged and used in the INCA application Modeler to make a linear model.

Changes in all the process inputs show that the most significant process inputs for control
of the X50 are the propeller frequency and the outflow volume. Therefore, the in- and
outputs of the linear model are:

Inputs:
• Propeller frequency
• Volume outflow

Outputs:

• XIO
• X50
• X90

In INCA Modeler a third order state space model was identified. Figure 6.1 shows the
step responses of this model. The applied sample time is 360 seconds. This sample time
is chosen because of the slow dynamics of the model.
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Figure 6. I

The step responses of figure 6.1 show that the model is stable. It also shows that the
inputs have significant effect on the X50. The model behavior is equal to the described
phenomena in chapter 2. The performance of the model is tested and described in the next
sub chapter.

6.6 Compare the linear models
For the case of the draft tube crystallizer the models obtained from system identification
and by applying the Linearize function of gproms both are stable. To test the accuracy of
the models, a data set for the inputs is applied to the non-linear gProms model, the linear
model of the Linearize function and the linear model made by system identification.
Figure 6.2 shows the input propeller frequency and the simulation results of the output
X50. Appendix III shows the simulation results of the process outputs X I0 and X90 that
are not used for control purpose
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Figure 6.2 shows the responses of the non-linear gProms model in black, the linear model
of the Linearize function in red and the linear model made by system identification in
bleu. The figure also shows that the propeller frequency has significant effect on X50 of
the CSD. The response of the system identification model is closer to the non-linear
gProms model than the model of the Linearize function. One of the reasons of the errors
in the linear models is the non-linearity of the process. This causes the error outside the
nominal working point of the process applied for identification.
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Figure 6.3 shows the steps In the input 'outflow setpoint' and the responses of the
different models.
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Figure 6.3 shows the responses of the non-linear gProms model in black, the linear model
of the gProms function Linearize in red and the linear model of system identification in
blue. Even though the linear model of the Linearize function is stable, it does not predict
the future well. The linear model made with system identification has a gain error due to
non-linearities, but is the best model obtained. The other output responses of input
'outflow setpoint' are shown in appendix IV. They show the same type of errors. Because
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the system identification model is the best model here, we use the system identification
model in the MPC.

The MV propeller frequency can only be changed between certain limits to keep the
liquid well mixed. The MV outflow volume can be changed between limits, because the
product pump capacity is limited. The limits used for control purpose are:

MVlnput Lower limit Upper limit
Propeller frequency rl/sl 5.5 16
Outflow volume rIiter/min1 0 0.33

For the process outputs we do not need to worry about the limits when we operate the
MV's between their limits. Using MV's between their limits will cause no problems in
the used CV of the process. Therefore, the limits of the CV are set very wide in the MPC.
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7 MPC control for draft tube crystallizer

7.1 Introduction
The operation of crystallisation must satisfy the client's requirement of product purity,
Crystal Size Destribution (CSD) and product price. The generated CSD also affects the
other customer acceptance criteria such as ability of caking, ability to flow, and
dissolution rate. The crystallization operation needs to satisfy also the manufacturers'
requirement of economic and trouble free production.

To meet the diverse production objectives, all the variables affecting the crystallization
process must be controlled within the acceptable range that is dictated by the chemical
nature of the product, solvent, impurities, equipments and process design limitations.

Because the plant already exists, the controller can only manipulate the variables present.
The Model Predictive Controller (MPC) needs to use the available measurements and
level of process understanding to determine the most effective way to control the process
with the available manipulated variables.

7.2 Overview
This chapter first describes the control strategy used to tune the MPC and to test its
performance. After the control strategy is the tuning of the most important configuration
variables described. Finally the closed loop simulations and the tuning adjustment are
described.

7.3 Control Strategy
For control of the draft tube crystallization process we will use the linear model as
described in the previous chapter in the MPC. In this model the controlled variables
(CY's) are XlO, X50 and X90 of the CSD. For a first application of the MPC to the draft
tube crystallization process, we only use as CY the mean crystal size X50. The MPC is
allowed to use the manipulated variables (MY's):

• Propeller frequency
• Outflow volume

When the MPC adjust an input, it first must use the propeller frequency and only when
changing the propeller frequency is not sufficient, it is allowed to use the outflow
setpoint. Objective of this strategy is to keep the outflow of the crystallizer as constant as
possible.
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7.4 MPC Tuning
One of the great advantages of MPC is its easy tuning. Purpose of the tuning parameters
is to acquire good signal tracking, sufficient disturbance rejection and robustness against
model mismatch.

For tuning the MPC, no specific method is defined to set the tuning parameters. This
causes that the performance of the tuning is dependent on the experience of the engineer,
the knowledge of the engineer about the process and the right use of the 'trial and error'
method. In the MPC are very much tuning variables present. In the next sub chapters is
described how the MPC is tuned for the crystallization process. Also guidelines for
tuning the MPC are described.

To tune the MPC for this process, the parameters of the optimization algorithm used in
the controller must be set. The MPC uses two different optimization problems. These are:

• Static optimization
• Dynamic optimization

7.4.1 Static optimization
For the static optimization, several parameters must be set. The meaning of some of these
parameters is shown in figure 7.1.

maxstep

Future horizon +ssmaxstep

-ssmaxstep

t+prediction horizon

Figure 7.1

To tune the MPC for the draft tube crystallization process, several parameters must be
set. Below is described how to set the most important parameters.
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Set MV constraints and ideals
The Technical University of Delft gave the limits of the MV's, because they know the
limitations of the process. The MY limits are:

MV lower operation limit ideal upper operation limit
Propeller frequency [lis] 5.5 12.9267 16
Outflow volume [liter/min] 0 0.2928 0.33

Set the CV constrains and ideals
For CV X50 the limits and ideal value must be defined. They are given in the table
below.
CV ideal
X50 637.5

Set the priorities ofthe different requirements
In the static optimization the following procedure is followed:
Satisfy the most important requirements (as indicated by the rank, the lower the number,
the more important).
If different requirements have the same rank, the requirements are weighted in a
quadratic sense, using the weights specified.

The variables to specify the control hierarchy in the steady state optimization are:
IDEALRANK as rank for the setpoint of the MV and CV
ZONERANK as the rank of the zone
ISSIDEALWT as the inverse weight for the setpoint
ISSZONEWT as the inverse weight for the zone

In the control strategy is defined that the MPC must follow the setpoint of the X50. It has
freedom to change the propeller frequency and only if it is necessary it may change the
outflow setpoint. This control hierarchy can be fulfilled by prioritized control. Defining
only the IDEALRANK of the different MV's and CV will define the control hierarchy.
The settings of the variables JDEALRANK for the MV's and CV are:

MV/CV: IDEALRANK:
X50 10
Propeller frequency 50
Outflow setpoint 20

For these parameter settings of IDEALRANK the controller will first reach the ideal
value of X50. If it is possible, the controller will only use the MV propeller frequency.
This because the ideal value of the MV outflow setpoint is set to be 2.5 times more
important than the MY propeller frequency.

Set the ssmaxstep
The sample time of the process is so long that the process can follow the changes in one
sample. This is the reason that the steady state maximum step (ssmaxstep) is set to half
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the range of the MY's. For the CY X50 it is set very large, so the output is not limited to
change the steady state value. The limitations are modeled in the linear model of the
process.

7.4.2 Dynamic Optimization
Set the control and prediction horizon
Earlier is mentioned that the MPC uses the linear model to predict the future process
behavior. The horizon used for the prediction is divided in two parts, the control horizon
(CH) and the prediction horizon (PH). This is shown in figure 7.2.

t+control horizon

MV constant

t+prediction horizon

Figure 7.2

The control horizon is the horizon over which the manipulated variables can be moved in
the dynamic optimization. The variable MYTIMES defines the sample numbers after
time t at which the MY's are allowed to move. The length of the control horizon is equal
to the last sample number defined in the variable MVTIMES+1. The first setting of the
variable MVTIMES is: 1,2,3,5,7,10,14,18,22,28,33,38,43,53,63,73,89, the sample time is
360 seconds, so the control horizon is 9 hours.

In general, we should choose a smalI control horizon to keep the computational effort
manageable, but large enough to give enough freedom to reach the goals and prevent
aggressive control actions.

The length of the prediction horizon should be chosen large enough to completely capture
the effects of the control actions. The settling time of the slowest dynamics in the model
is approximately 150 samples. This is equal to 15 hours. The Prediction horizon is:
PH =CH + setting time =90 + 150 =240 samples.

Set the inverse CV weight
The inverse dynamic weight determines (IDYNWT) the relative importance of the
corresponding CY against all other CY's in the dynamic optimization.

In the defined control objective is only one CY defined. So the value of this variable does
not influence the MPC performance.

Set the move penalty
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The move penalty is a punishment term on the scaled MY moves. Make the MY penalty
larger causes the MY to move smoother and CY's to reach their steady state values
slower. On the other side the move penalty must be big enough to guarantee that the
maxstep as shown in figure 7.1 is not reached. Increasing the move penalty will increase
the robustness of the system.

The first setting of the move penalty is for the MY's:

MY: MYPENALTY:
Propeller frequency 100
Outflow setpoint 100

7.5 Closed loop simulation and tuning adjustment
Figure 7.3 shows the simulation results of the closed loop system. The process was In

steady state and the ideal value of the CY X50 was changed from 637.5 /lm to 700 /lm.

HI.

a ,,--------,-------'-....,,-......------------------,

cv tu'fN[ n£:.cAFlIDH Lt.,
10 10.- ... 1

...,
llr. "Ill

Figure 7.3

In Figure 7.3 the blue line represents the previous measured values of the CY X50, the
green line the prediction of X50 with the controller switched "on" and the red line the
prediction of X50 with the controller swiched "off'. The dark green line is the steady
state ideal value. This simulation shows that the controller reaches the steady state target.
The X50 response does reach the new steady state, so the prediction horizon is chosen
long enough. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the MY's that cause the new steady state target to
be reached.
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Figure 7.5

In figures 7.4 and 7.5 are the bleu lines the past values of the MY's and the green lines
the future values of the MY's. The signals of the MY's are not nervous, so the control
horizon is long enough. The MPC uses both MY's to reach the new steady state. We want
to use the MY outflow setpoint only for big changes in the X50 ideal. The MPC should
only use the outflow setpoint for steps bigger than 100 Ilm in the X50. Therefore, we
change the move penalties. For the outflow setpoint we set the move penalty higher and
for the propeller frequency to a lower value.
The simulations for a step from 600 Ilm to 700 Ilm shown in figure 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8
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Figure 7.6
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In figures 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 the meaning of the colors for the CV and MV trends is equal to
the meaning in figures and 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. As shown in figure 7.6, the CV X50 reaches
its steady state target and for a step of 100 J!m it does not use the MV outflow setpoint as
shown in figure 7.8. This means that the control objective is fulfilled. The MPC only uses
the outflow setpoint when the changes in the ideal of X50 are big. When the changes in
X50 are smaller than 100 J!m, the MPC only uses the propeller frequency. So the tuning
is fine.
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Conclusions
The main conclusions of this project are:

The major problem for Model Predictive Control (MPC) implementation to these
crystallization processes is to get a good linear model direct from gProms. For
both the batch crystallizer and the draft tube crystallizer it is not possible to get a
good linear model direct from gProms.

A person, who makes a process model in gProms for control purpose, should
realize that the model should be scaled to prevent numerical problems.

For the batch crystallization process, it is difficult to make a linear model with
system identification because of the high non-linearity.

For the draft tube crystallization process it is possible to get a good linear model
with system identification because the process reaches steady state and the non
linearities are much smaller.

The modular structure of INCA software makes easy transfer of data and usage of
different applications possible.

It is easy to understand the principles of the MPC tuning and to tune the MPC to
get good performance.

With the prioritized control hierarchy it is easy to select the importance of
controlled variables and manipulated variables.

The application of the MPC to the batch crystallization process was not successful
until now, because it was not possible to get a good linear model of this process.

The application of the MPC to the draft tube crystallization process succeeded.
The mean crystal size is controlled by using the propeller frequency and for big
changes in the ideal of the mean crystal size, the MPC also uses the outflow
volume.

8.2 Recommendations
The results obtained from this project as well as the areas, which require further
investigation, are both important. This section describes the areas were with little efforts
the crystallization processes can perform better by application of a MPC.
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Scaling of the gProms model
For modeling a process, it is important to scale the variables in the model and thus keep
the numerical range small. If the non-linear model is used to extract a linear model for the
MPC, it can cause unstable linear models that cannot be used in the MPC. For the batch
crystallization process, it would be possible to apply a MPC when the gProms model is
scaled.

Linear model
When the models are scaled and when it is possible to get a good linear model direct
from gProms, it is possible to apply an observer. This observer can keep the non-linear
gProms model in line with the process. Advantage is that the new extracted linear models
from this 'in line' gProms model are good representations of the process. It will increase
the performance of the MPC.
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Appendix I
Configuration file for the PlantDataServer of the draft tube crystallizer:

# Signal Definition for Purac Crystalliser
#
# Signal Attribute Init. Value T Unit Section Disp. Name E.U. Description

y
p
e

# DATA SIGNALS
# Process OUTPUTS
#
volume MCB pv 0 D PO value volume MCB % Volume cr body
volume=MCB status 0 L PO status volume=MCB Volume cr body
volume MCB ideal 0.22 D PO value volume MCB % Volume cr body
supersclt_MCB pv 0.125 D PO value supersclt_MCB % Supersaturation
supersaCMCB status 0 L PO status supersaCMCB Supersaturation
supersaCMCB ideal 0.1231 D PO value supersaCMCB % Supersaturation
Temperature_MCB pv 0 D PO value Temp_MCB % Temp crystall. Body
Temperature_MCB status 0 L PO status Temp_MCB Temp crystall. Body
Temperature_MCB ideal 0 D PO value Temp_MCB % Temp crystall. Body
Concentration MCB pv 0 D PO value Conc MCB % crystal concentration
Concentration- MCB status 0 L PO status Conc=MCB crystal concentration

Concentration=MCB ideal 0 D PO value Conc_MCB % crystal concentration
brix_MCB pv 0 D PO value brix_MCB % Brix in crystall. Body
brix_MCB status 0 L PO status brix MCB Brix in crystall. Body
brix_MCB ideal 0 D PO value brix=MCB % Brix in crystall. Body
Temp_HE pv 0 D PO value Temp_HE % Temp_HE
Temp_HE status 0 L PO status Temp_HE Temp_HE
Temp_HE ideal 0 D PO value Temp_HE % Temp_HE
Xl0 pv 205 D PO value X10 % x10
Xl0 status 0 L PO status X10 x10
Xl0 ideal 205 D PO value X10 % xl0
X50 pv 637.5 D PO value X50 % x50
X50 status 0 L PO status X50 x50
X50 ideal 637.5 D PO value X50 % x50
X90 pv 1243.3 D PO value X90 % x90

X90 status 0 L PO status X90 x90
X90 ideal 1243.3 D PO value X90 % x90
#
# Process INPUTS
#
Feedflow sp 1.00E-10 D PI value Feedflow Feed Flow
Feedflow status 0 L PI status Feedflow Feed Flow

Feedflow pv 0 D PI value Feedflow Feed Flow
Feedflow base 1.00E-10 D PI value Feedflow Feed Flow
Feedflow operlow -1 D PI value Feedflow Feed Flow
Feedflow operupp 100 D PI value Feedflow Feed Flow

Feedflow active 0 L PI status Feedflow Feed Flow
volumefracsp_MCB sp 1 D PI value volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint

volumefracsp_MCB status 0 L PI status volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint

volumefracsp_MCB pv 0 D PI value volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint
volumefracsp_MCB base 0.04 D PI value volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint

volumefracsp_MCB operlow -1 D PI value volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint

volumefracsp_MCB operupp 1 D PI value volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint
volumefracsp_MCB active 0 L PI status volumefracsp_MCB volumefrac_MCB setpoint

Heatlnput sp 120 D PI value Heatlnput Heat input
Heatlnput status 0 L PI status Heatlnput Heat input
Heatlnput pv 120 D PI value Heatlnput Heat input
Heatlnput base 0 D PI value Heatlnput Heat input
Heatlnput operlow 0 D PI value Heatlnput Heat input

Heatlnput operupp 150 D PI value Heal/nput Heat input

Heatlnput active 0 L PI status Heatlnput Heat input
Flow_hotwater_circuit sp 154 D PI value Flow_hotwater_circuit % Flow hot water circuit

Flow_hotwater_circuit status 0 L PI status Flow_hotwater_circuit Flow hot water circuit

Flow_hotwater_circuit pv 0 D PI value Flow_hotwater_circuit % Flow hot water circuit

Flow_hotwater_circuit base 0 D PI value Flow_hotwater_circuit % Flow hot water circuit

Flow_hotwater_circuit operlow 0 D PI value Flow_hotwater_circuit % Flow hot water circuit
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Flow_hotwater_circuit operupp 200 D PI value Flow hotwater circuit % Flow hot water circuit
Flow_hotwater_circuit active 0 L PI status Flow=hotwater=circuit % Flow hot water circuit
Temperaturesp sp 323 D PI value Temperaturesp bar Setpoint Temperature MCB
Temperaturesp status 0 L PI status Temperaturesp Setpoint Temperature MCB
Temperaturesp pv 0 D PI value Temperaturesp Setpoint Temperature MCB
Temperaturesp base 0 D PI value Temperaturesp Setpoint Temperature MCB
Temperaturesp operlow 0 D PI value Temperaturesp Setpoint Temperature MCB
Temperaturesp operupp 0 D PI value Temperaturesp Setpoint Temperature MCB
Temperaturesp active 0 L PI status Temperaturesp Setpoint Temperature MCB
Fines flow rate sp 0.025 D PI value Fines flow rate FLOW Fines Removal Loo~
Fines-flow- rate status 0 L PI status Fines=flow=rate Flow Fines Removal Loop
Fines-flow- rate pv 0 D PI value Fines_flow_rate Flow Fines Removal Loop
Fines-flow-rate base 89 D PI value Fines_flow_rate Flow Fines Removal Loop
Fines-flow-rate operlow 0 D PI value Fines_flow_rate Flow Fines Removal Loop
Fines-flow- rate operupp 200 D PI value Fines flow rate Flow Fines Removal Loop
Fines-flow-rate active 0 L PI status Fines=flow=rate Flow Fines Removal Loop
CoolingTime sp 3600 D PI value CoolingTime Cooling time
CoolingTime status 0 L PI status CoolingTime Cooling time
CoolingTime pv 0 D PI value CoolingTime Cooling time
CoolingTime base 0 D PI value CoolingTime Cooling time
CoolingTime operlow 0 D PI value CoolingTime Cooling time
CoolingTime operupp 0 D PI value CoolingTime Cooling time
CoolingTime active 0 L PI value CoolingTime Cooling time
Feed_brix sp 62 D PI value Feed Brix % Feed Brix
Feed_brix status 0 L PI status Feed-Brix Feed Brix
Feed_brix pv 0 D PI value Feed=Brix Feed Brix
Feed_brix base 62 D PI value Feed_Brix Feed Brix
Feed_brix operlow 0 D PI value Feed_Brix Feed Brix
Feed_brix operupp 100 D PI value Feed_Brix Feed Brix
Feed brix active 0 L PI status Feed_Brix Feed Brix
propei'orfreq sp 12.927 D PI value propellorfreq Propellor freq
propellorfreq status 0 L PI status propellorfreq Propellor freq
propellorfreq pv 12.927 D PI value propellorfreq Propellor freq
propellorfreq base 12.927 D PI value propellorfreq Propellor freq
propellorfreq operlow -1 D PI value propellorfreq Propellor freq
propellorfreq operupp 100 D PI value propellorfreq Propellor freq
propellorfreq active 0 L PI status propellorfreq Propellor freq
outflow sp 4.88e-6 D PI value outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflow status 0 L PI status outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflow pv 4.88e-6 D PI value outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflow base 0.2928 D PI value outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflow operlow -1 D PI value outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflow operupp 100 D PI value outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflow active 0 L PI status outflowsp outflow setpoint
outflowsp sp 0.2928 D PI value outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTRL
outflowsp status 0 L PI status outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTRL
outflowsp pv 0.2928 D PI value outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTRL
outflowsp base 0.2928 D PI value outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTRL
outflowsp operlow -1 D PI value outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTLR
outflowsp operupp 100 D PI value outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTRL
outflowsp active 0 L PI status outflowspCTRL outflow setpointCTRL
#
# INCA SIGNALS
#
Timer SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromTimer Signal from timer
IncaTest SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncTolncaTest signal to IncaTest
IncaTest SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromlncaTest signal from IncaTest
IncaAutTest SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromINCAAutTest SyncFromlNCAAutTest
IncaTest StatusMsg OK S GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaTest StatusLvl 0 L GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaTest StatusAck 0 L GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaTest SampleTime 1 D GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaTest SampleNumber 0 L GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaTest MasterOnOff 0 L GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaTest shutdown 0 L GEN IncaTest IncaTest IncaTest
IncaEngine SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncTolncaEngine signal to IncaEngine
IncaEngine SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromlncaEngine signal from IncaEngine
IncaEngine StatusMsg OK S GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
IncaEngine StatusLvl 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
IncaEngine StatusAck 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
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IncaEngine SampleTime 360 0 GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
IncaEngine SampleNumber 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
IncaEngine MasterOnOff 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
IncaEngine shutdown 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
Engine_elrt request 1 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
Engine_elrt init 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
Engine_elrt status 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaEngine IncaEngine
IncaView shutdown 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaView IncaView
IncaView ActionError 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaView IncaView
IncaView ActionStatus 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaView IncaView
IncaView ActionRequest 0 L GEN IncaEngine IncaView IncaView
IncaView ActionMessage 0 S GEN IncaEngine IncaView IncaView
Matlab SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncToMatlab signal to Matlab
Matlab SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromMatlab signal from Matlab
Matlab StatusMsg 0 S GEN IncaTest Matlab IneaTest
Matlab StatusLvl 0 L GEN IneaTest Matlab IncaTest
Matlab StatusAck 0 L GEN IncaTest Matlab IncaTest
Matlab SampleTime 1 0 GEN IncaTest Matlab IncaTest
Matlab SampleNumber 0 L GEN IncaTest Matlab IncaTest
Matlab MasterOnOff 0 L GEN IncaTest Matlab IncaTest
Matlab shutdown 0 L GEN IncaTest Matlab IncaTest
GpromsPlant SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncToGpromsPlant signal to GpromsPlant
GpromsPlant SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromGpromsPlant signal from GpromsPlant
GpromsPlant StatusMsg 0 S GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
GpromsPlant StatusLvl 0 L GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
GpromsPlant StatusAck 0 L GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
GpromsPlant SampleTime 1 0 GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
GpromsPlant SampleNumber 0 L GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
GpromsPlant MasterOnOff 0 L GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
GpromsPlant shutdown 0 L GEN IncaTest GpromsPlant IncaTest
INCAenvironment CloseAppMode 0 L GEN SYNC Shutdown Shutdown
INCAenvironment shutdown 0 L GEN SYNC Shutdown Shutdown
Scheduler Timing 1 L GEN SCHED SCHED sec Scheduler
Scheduler shutdown 0 L GEN SCHED SCHED sec Scheduler
Scheduler RealTime 0 L GEN SCHED SCHED Scheduler
Scheduler BaseTime 0 S GEN SCHED SCHED Scheduler
Scheduler BaseTimeValue 0 0 GEN SCHED SCHED Scheduler
File2DataServer SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncToFile2DataServer signal to File2DataServer
File2DataServer SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromFile2DataServer signal >From

File2DataServer
File2DataServer StatusMsg 0 S GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer StatusLvl 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer StatusAck 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer SampleTime 1 0 GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer SampleNumber 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer MasterOnOff 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer shutdown 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer setup 1 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
SyncToAlarm 0 L GEN SYNC SyncToAlarm melding naar alarmdisplay
INCAview AelionRequest 0 L GEN INCAview INCAview INCAview
INCAview ActionStatus 0 L GEN INCAview INCAview INCAview
INCAview AelionError 0 L GEN INCAview INCAview INCAview
INCAview AelionMessage 0 S GEN INCAview INCAview INCAview
INCAview TrajectFile 0 S GEN INCAview INCAview INCAview
MainServer Sample 360 0 GEN Main MainServerSampleTime MainServer

Time Server
Sample
time

INCACalc SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncTolNCACalc signal to INCACalc
INCACalc SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromlNCACalc signal from INCACalc
INCACalc StatusMsg OK S GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc StatusLvl 0 L GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc StatusAck 0 L GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc SampleTime 1 0 GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc SampleNumber 0 L GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc MasterOnOff 0 L GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc shutdown 0 L GEN IncaCalc INCACalc IncaCalc
INCACalc2 SyncTo 0 L GEN SYNC SyncToiNCACalc2 signal to INCACalc2
INCACalc2 SyncFrom 0 L GEN SYNC SyncFromiNCACalc2 signal from INCACalc2
INCACalc2 StatusMsg OK S GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
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INCACalc2 StatusLvl 0 L GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
INCACalc2 StatusAck 0 L GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
INCACalc2 SampleTime 1 0 GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
INCACalc2 SampleNumber 0 L GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
INCACalc2 MasterOnOff 0 L GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
INCACalc2 shutdown 0 L GEN INCACalc2 INCACalc2 INCACalc2
File2DataServer ActionRequest 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer ActionStatus 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer ActionError 0 L GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer ActionMessage 0 S GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
File2DataServer TrajectFile 0 S GEN File2DataServer File2DataServer File2DataServer
#
# SIMULATOR CONTROL SIGNALS

Ts 360 0 GEN value Ts % SimulationTime
Finished FALSE B GEN status finished simulation finished
Jac FALSE B GEN status Jac extract Jac
Re_init FALSE B GEN status Rejnit Re Init model
SaveState 0 L GEN status SaveState Save States model
Simulate TRUE B GEN status Simulate Simulate
Varlnfo FALSE B GEN status Varlnfo Var Info
Lin FALSE B GEN status Lin extract Lin Model

Controller Configuration file
#Exename:INCAengineVersion:2.1
#
#
#
#INCAENGINE CSV FILE FOR INTERNAL TEST OF OFFICIAL RELEASE 2.0 USING FIR MODELS
# SIGNAL DEFINITION
INST #COMMENT SIGNAL TAGNAME ATIR SIGNALTYPE DISPLAYNAME DESCRIP
NUMBER NUMBER

SIGNAL UNITS OFFSET
SUBTYPE

#CV's
1 S 1 X10 5 cv X10 X10 CSD Setpoint 0
2 S 2 X50 5 cv X50 X50=CSD Setpoint 0
3 S 3 X90 5 cv X90 X90_CSD Setpoint 0

# ••• MV's
S 4 Propellorfre 5 mv Propellorfreq Propellorfre 0

q q
2 S 5 outfiowsp 5 mv outflowsp outflowsp 0

# --- Input block signal attribute Dataserver Default value
tag

Propellorfreq.sp
outflowsp.sp

Item

X10.pv
X50.pv
X90.pv
X10.status
X50.status
X90.status
X10.ideal
X50.ideal
X90.ideal

Propellorfreq .pv
outflowsp.pv
Propellorfreq.status
outflowsp.status

1238

PV
PV
PV
status
status
status
ideal
ideal
ideal

pv
Pv
Status
Status

X10
X50
X90
X10
X50
X90
X10
X50
X90

Propellorfreq
outflowsp
Propellorfreq
outfiowsp

# --- CVs
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
# ••• MVs
I
I
I
I
# ••• DVs
#
# --- Output Signal Attribute VVhen
# _•• VVhen = Always I StatusOK I ControlierOn I ControlierOff
o Propellorfreq Sp StatusOK
o outfiowsp Sp StatusOK
# .-- Simulator settings (ts=60 sec)
P controlPort
# -·-CONTROLLER
P processHost Localhost
P processPort 1234
# TUNING
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# SIGNAL ATTRIBUTE VALUE
I CONTROL REQUEST Engine_ctrl.request
I CONTROL INIT Engine_ctrl.init
T CONTROL STATUS_REASON UNKNOWN
T CONTROL STATUS 0
0 CONTROL STATUS ALWAYS
T CONTROL SHUTDOWN 0
T CONTROL NOSPECVAL 1
T CONTROL MANRECOVER 0
T DELTAMODE DELTAMODEON 0
T DELTAMODE TRAJECTON 0
T DELTAMODE TRAJECTCOUNT 0
T DELTAMODE TRAJECTSET 0
T DELTAMODE NOTRAJECTSP 0
T MODEL DEPMINGOOD 1
T MODEL FUTHOR 2
T MODEL HOTMODELINIT 0
T MODEL INDEPMINGOOD 1
T MODEL MAXPREDCYCLE 5
T MODEL MODELCYCLE 15
T MODEL NAMEMODELFILE MDL_short.mat
T MODEL MODINITREADY 0
T MODEL MODINITSTARTED 0
T MODEL NAMEMODEL MDL_short
T MODEL NEWMODEL 0
T MODEL NAMEOBSERVERFILE Observer.mat
T MODEL PASTHOR 15
T MODEL STATEESTIMCREATED 0
T MODEL STATEMAPCREATED 0
T SYNC INT 1
T PREDICT HORIZON 240
T DEBUG TRACE 0
T DYNOPT SVDTH 1.00E-06
T MVMINGOOD INT 0
T CVMINGOOD INT 1

# --- MV 1 [lIs)
T Propellorfreq VALLOW 0
T Propellorfreq ENGLOW 0
T Propellorfreq OPERLOW 0
T Propellorfreq IDEAL 12.92
T Propellorfreq OPERUPP 15
T Propellorfreq ENGUPP 20
T Propello rfreq VALUPP 20
T Propellorfreq USE 1
T Propellorfreq CRITICAL 0
T Propellorfreq NORMSTEP 5
T Propellorfreq SSMAXSTEP 3
T Propellorfreq ISSZONEWT 5
T Propellorfreq IDEALRANK 50
T Propellorfreq ISSIDEALWT 10
T Propellorfreq MAXSTEP 0.5
T Propellorfreq MVPENALTY 8
T Propellorfreq MOVETIMES 1 2 5 7 10 14 18 22 28 33 38 43

53 63 73 89
T Propellorfreq TRAJECT 0
T Propellorfreq GAIN 1
T Propellorfreq DELAY 0
T Propellorfreq RAMPINGON 0
T Propellorfreq RAMPLlMUPP 0
T Propellorfreq RAMPLIMLOW 0
T PropelJorfreq IDLTRACKINGON 0
T Propellorfreq INTERNALIDEAL 0
T Propellorfreq MODELCYCLE 5

# --- MV 2 [liter/min)
T outflowsp VALLOW 0
T outflowsp ENGLOW 0
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T outflowsp OPERLOW 0
T outflowsp IDEAL 0.2928
T outflowsp OPERUPP 1
T outflowsp ENGUPP 2
T outflowsp VALUPP 2
T outflowsp USE 1
T outflowsp CRITICAL 0
T outflowsp NORMSTEP 5
T outflowsp SSMAXSTEP 3
T outflowsp ISSZONEWT 5
T outflowsp IDEALRANK 20
T outflowsp ISSIDEALWT 10
T outflowsp MAXSTEP 0.5
T outflowsp MVPENALTY 500
T outflowsp MOVETIMES 1 2 5 7 10 14 18 22 28 33 38 43

53 63 73 89
T outflowsp TRAJECT 0
T outflowsp GAIN 1
T outflowsp DELAY 0
T outflowsp RAMPINGON 0
T outflowsp RAMPLlMUPP 0
T outflowsp RAMPLIMLOW 0
T outflowsp IDLTRACKINGON 0
T outflowsp INTERNALIDEAL 0
T outflowsp MODELCYCLE 5

#---CV1
T X10 VALLOW -100
T X10 ENGLOW -100
T X10 OPERLOW -5
T X10 IDEAL 205
T X10 OPERUPP 450
T X10 ENGUPP 500
T X10 VALUPP 500
T X10 USE 0
T X10 CRITICAL 0
T X10 SSMAXSTEP 20
T X10 ZONERANK 100
T X10 ISSZONEWT 10
T X10 IDEALRANK 10
T X10 ISSIDEALWT 9
T X10 IDYNWT 100
T X10 TRAJECT 0
T X10 GAIN 1
T X10 DELAY 0
T X10 RAMPINGON 0
T X10 RAMPLlMUPP 0
T X10 RAMPLIMLOW 0
T X10 IDLTRACKfNGON 0
T X10 INTERNALIDEAL 0
T X10 MODELCYCLE 5
T X10 INTERMITON 0
T X10 NOTMEASON 0
T X10 NEWPV 0

#-- CV 2
T X50 VALLOW -100
T X50 ENGLOW -100
T X50 OPERLOW -5
T X50 IDEAL 6.375.569
T X50 OPERUPP 1200
T X50 ENGUPP 1400
T X50 VALUPP 1400
T X50 USE 1
T X50 CRITICAL 0
T X50 SSMAXSTEP 20
T X50 ZONERANK 100
T X50 ISSZONEWT 10
T X50 IDEALRANK 10
T X50 ISSIDEALWT 9
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T X50 IDYNWT 100
T X50 TRAJECT 0
T X50 GAIN 1
T X50 DELAY 0
T X50 RAMPINGON 0
T X50 RAMPLlMUPP 0
T X50 RAMPLIMLOW 0
T X50 IDLTRACKINGON 0
T X50 INTERNALIDEAL 0
T X50 MODELCYCLE 5
T X50 INTERMITON 0
T X50 NOTMEASON 0
T X50 NEWPV 0

#--- CV 3
T X90 VALLOW -100
T X90 ENGLOW -100
T X90 OPERLOW -5
T X90 IDEAL 1243.3
T X90 OPERUPP 1500
T X90 ENGUPP 1700
T X90 VALUPP 1700
T X90 USE 0
T X90 CRITICAL 0
T X90 SSMAXSTEP 20
T X90 ZONERANK 100
T X90 ISSZONEWT 10
T X90 IDEALRANK 10
T X90 ISSIDEALWT 9
T X90 IDYNWT 100
T X90 TRAJECT 0
T X90 GAIN 1
T X90 DELAY 0
T X90 RAMPINGON 0
T X90 RAMPLlMUPP 0
T X90 RAMPLIMLOW 0
T X90 IDLTRACKINGON 0
T X90 INTERNALIDEAL 0
T X90 MODELCYCLE 5
T X90 INTERMITON 0
T X90 NOTMEASON 0
T X90 NEWPV 0

Scheduler file:
# Schedule Definition File
#
# 990625 (HMF) : Initial version for INCA Scheduler
# 002012 (JR) : Initial version for INCA Scheduler
#
# 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Ind 10 Name Ts StartSync EndSync Over Max Max Level PreStart Pre After After

samp Start End IDs Start End End
Delays IDs Delays

Q 1 0 Timer.SyncFrom 1 1 10 0 0 [5] [0]
Q 2 File2DataServer 60 File2DataServer.SyncTo File2DataServer.SyncFrom 0 0 10 [] [] [] 0
Q 3 Matlab 60 Matlab.SyncTo Matlab.SyncFrom 0 0 10 0 [] [] []
Q 4 IncaCalc 60 IncaCalc.SyncTo IncaCalc.SyncFrom 0 0 10 [] [] [5] [0]
Q 5 GpromsPlant 60 GpromsPlanl.SyncTo GpromsPlanl.SyncFrom 0 0 10 [1] [0] [6] [0]
Q 6 IncaCalc2 60 IncaCalc2.SyncTo IncaCalc2.SyncFrom 0 0 10 0 [] [7] [0]
Q 7 IncaTest 60 IncaTesl.SyncTo IncaTesl.SyncFrom 0 0 10 0 [] [8] [0]
Q 8 IncaEngine 60 IncaEngine.SyncTo IncaEngine.SyncFrom 0 0 10 [] 0 [4] [0]
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Appendix II
OPCCOM task for purac case:
#****************************************************************************
# TASK OPCCOM FOR PURAC
#****************************************************************************

PARAMETER
Plant AS

VARIABLE
finished AS
Ts AS
re init AS
Simulate AS
VarInfo AS
Jac AS
SaveState AS
Lin AS

SCHEDULE

MODEL CrystalliserFlowsheet

LOGICAL
REAL
LOGICAL
LOGICAL
LOGICAL
LOGICAL
INTEGER
LOGICAL

FALSE;
.= FALSE;
.= FALSE;
:= 0;
:= FALSE;
:= FALSE;
:= FALSE;

SEQUENCE
PAUSE signalid "open:IPCOS.server.1 ,Iocalhost"
PAUSE signalid "sync:gPROMSplant.syncto"
Ts .= 0;
#Task Flags:
Finished
Re init
Simulate
SaveState
Varlnfo
Jac
Lin

WHILE NOT (Finished) DO
SEQUENCE

PAUSE signalid "wait:900000"
GET signalid "getopc"

Finished := "Finished";
Re_init := "Re_init";
Simulate := "Simulate";
SaveState := "SaveState";
Varlnfo := "VarInfo";
Jac := "Jac";
Lin := "Lin";

END #get

IF (re_init) THEN
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:= "Supersatsp.sp";
;= "HeatInput.sp";
:= "Temperaturesp.sp";
;= "Fines_flow_rate.sp";
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RESTORE "InitPurac1"
END

IF (simulate) THEN
SEQUENCE

GET signalid "getopc"

# Receive input variables from the server:
# MY's
plant.INCASupersatsp
plant. INCAHeatinput
plant.INCATempsetpoint
plant.INCAFinesFlowRate

Model Predictive Control of
crystallization processes

# Receive simulation time from server
Ts := "Ts";

END #get
# Simulate for tim Ts

CONTINUE FOR Ts
SEND signalid "sendopc"

# Send the process output variables to the data server:
"X50.PY" ;= PLANT.INCAX50;
"XIO.PY" := PLANT.INCAX 10;
"X90.PY" := PLANT.INCAX90;
"Concentration MCRPY" := PLANT.INCAConcentration_MCB;
"Brix_MCRPY" := PLANT.INCABrix;
"supersat_MCB.PY" := PLANT.INCASupersat_MCB;
"Temperature_MCB.PY" := PLANT.INCATemperature_MCB;

"Temperature_HeatExchanger.PY" :=PLANT.INCATemp_HeatExchanger;
"Level_MCB.PY" := PLANT.INCALevel_MCB;
"Fines_flow_rate.PY" := plant.INCAFinesFlowRate;
"Heatlnput.PY" := plant.JNCAHeatinput;
"Temperaturesp.PY" := plant.JNCATempsetpoint;

END #send
END #sequence

END #if

IF (SaveState = I) THEN
SAYE STATE "state"

END
IF (SaveState = 2) THEN

SAYE "state2"
END

IF (YarInfo) THEN
SENDMATHINFO signalid "count"

END
IF (lac) THEN

SENDMATHINFO signalid "jacobian"
END
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IF (Lin) THEN
LINEARISE SIGNALID "Case 1"

INPUT
plant.er.VolflowFeed_setpoint;
plant.er.HeatInputTot_setpoint;
plant.er. tempsetpoint;
plant.er.VolFlowFines;

OUTPUT
plant.prod.X 1OX 16X25X50X75X84X90(4) ;
plant.prod.X IOX 16X25X50X75X84X90(l) ;
plant.prod.X I OX 16X25X50X75X84X90(7) ;
plant.er.measured_variable2 ;
plant.INCATemperature_MCB;
plant. INCATemperature_HeatExehanger;
plant.INCALevel_MCB;

END
End
PAUSE signalid "trigger:gPROMSplant.synefrom"

END#sequenee
END#while

END#sequenee
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# setpoint of supersaturation
# W Heatinput
# Temp setpoint
# m3/hr FinesFlowRate

# X50 (m)
# XI0 (m)
# X90 (m)
# supersaturation
# Temperature_MCB
# Temperature_FRL
# Volume MCB
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#****************************************************************************
# TASK OPCCOM FOR DRAFT TUBE CRYSTALLIZER TU DELFT
#****************************************************************************

PARAMETER
Plant AS

VARIABLE
finished AS
Ts AS
re init AS
Simulate AS
Varinfo AS
Jac AS
SaveState AS
Lin AS

SCHEDULE

MODEL CrystaIliserFlowsheet

LOGICAL
REAL
LOGICAL
LOGICAL
LOGICAL
LOGICAL
INTEGER
LOGICAL

:= FALSE;
:= FALSE;
.= FALSE;

0;
.= FALSE;
.= FALSE;

FALSE;

SEQUENCE
PAUSE signalid "open:IPCOS.server.I,localhost"
PAUSE signalid "sync:gPROMSplant.syncto"
Ts .= 0;
#Task Flags:
Finished
Re init
Simulate
SaveState
VarInfo
Jac
Lin

WHILE NOT (Finished) DO
SEQUENCE

PAUSE signalid "wait:900000"
GET signalid "getopc"

Finished :="Finished";
Re_init :="Re_init";
Simulate :="Simulate";
SaveState :="SaveState";
Varlnfo :="Varinfo";
Jac :="Jac";
Lin :="Lin";

END #get

IF (re_init) THEN
RESTORE "state2TUmodnew6"

END
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IF (simulate) THEN
SEQUENCE

GET signalid "getopc"
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:= plant.cr.comp(1).Quantiles(5); # XlO
:= plant.cr.comp(1).Quantiles(I); # X50
:= plant.cr.comp(1 ).Quantiles(9); # X90
:= plant.Prod.SatLeveIRel; #supersat
:= plant.Prod.LiqFrac; # liquid frac
:= plant.cr.Comp777.kinP.RPS; # propellor freq
:= plant.cr.HeatInputPerUnitVoIMainBod; #HI
:= plant.cr.svp.Temp; # temp vapour
:= plant.prod.MassFlowCrys(1);
:= plant.Prod.Flow.VoIFlow;

# propeller freq
# Outflow

# Receive input variables from the server:
plant.cr.Comp777.kinP.RPS := "Propellorfreq.sp"; # propellor freq
plant.cr.HeatInputPerUnitVoIMainBody := "Heatlnput.sp"; # heatinput
plant.cr.svp.Temp "Temperaturesp.sp";# temp vapour
plant.Prod.Flow.VoIFlow "outflow.sp"; # volume outfl.

# Receive simulation time from server
Ts:="Ts";

END #get
# Simulate for Ts

CONTIN UE FOR Ts
SEND signalid "sendopc"

"X50.PV"
"XIO.PV"

"X90.PV"
"supersat_MCB.PV"
"liquidfrac.PV"
"Propellorfreq.PV"
"HeatInput.PV"
"Temperaturesp.PV"
"massflowcrysprod.pv"
"outflow.pv"

END #send
END #sequence Simulate

END #ifSimulate

IF (SaveState = I) THEN
SAVE STATE "stateTUmod"

END
IF (SaveState = 2) THEN

SAVE "varAndStates"
END

IF (Varlnfo) THEN
SENDMATHINFO signalid "count"

END
IF (Jac) THEN

SENDMATHINFO signalid "jacobian"
END
IF (Lin) THEN

LINEARISE SIGNALID "Case I"
INPUT

plant.cr.Comp777.kinP.RPS;
plant.Prod.Flow.VolFlow;

OUTPUT
plant.cr.comp( I ).Quantiles( I);
plant.cr.comp( I).Quantiles(5);

# X I0 crystallizer
# X50 crystallizer
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plant.cLcomp(l ).Quantiles(9); # X90 crystallizer
END # linearise

End #iflin
PAUSE signalid "trigger:gPROMSplant.syncrrom"

END#sequence
END#while

END#sequence
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Appendix III

propeller frequency setpoint
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Appendix IV
outflow setpoint
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